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Abstrat. A proedure is desribed of onstrution of veloity �elds and veloity dispersion of

the stellar omponent in the entral regions of galaxies on the basis of data obtained with the

integral �eld spetrograph MPFS. Cross-orrelation and Fourier quotients tehniques adapted for

2D spetra redution are used. A detailed disussion is given of the problems of providing for

the instrumental pro�le in measuring the veloity dispersion. Using the existing version of the

spetrograph, one an measure radial veloities and the dispersion of veloities to an auray of

5{10km/s and 10{15km/s, respetively. As an example the \double-barred" galaxy NGC2950 is

onsidered.
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1. Introdution

The present paper examines the problem of deter-

mination of two basi observational parameters that

haraterize the olletive motion of stars in galax-

ies | radial veloity v and veloity dispersion �.

The task has a half-a-entury history, beginning with

the pioneering observations by Minkowski (1954) to

the latest papers onerning the relation between the

mass of a entral blak hole and the veloity disper-

sion (Gebhardt et al., 2000). The proedure of mea-

suring v and � with the appliation of the tehnique

of Fourier transform goes bak to the lassial works

of Tonry and Davis (1979, hereafter TD) and Sargent

et al. (1977, hereafter SSBS).

The methods of two-dimensional (2D) spe-

trosopy that have been advaned intensively over

the last deade have made it possible to obtain two-

dimensional mapping of veloities and veloity disper-

sions. In the ase of disk galaxies this enables one to

study nonirular motions in the region of the triaxial

potential (bar) or near the ative nuleus (see the sur-

vey of Arribas and Mediavilla, 2000). The multipupil

spetrograph (MPFS) has been in operation at SAO

RAS sine 1990. It has been used to ondut similar

observations (see, for instane, Afanasiev et al., 1996;

Sil'henko, 1998). In these papers, however, �eld ve-

loities of stars and gas alone have been disussed.

At the same time, the distribution of veloity disper-

sion gives information about the non-axisymmetrial

shape of the gravitational potential. This is one of

the key parameters in produing numerial dynami-

al models of galaxies (Khoperskov and Chulanova,

2000). The main methodologial problem in measur-

ing veloity dispersions is taking orret aount of

the variations of the instrumental pro�le of the spe-

trograph. A new version of the MPFS (in operation

at BTA sine 1998) onstruts reliably the distribu-

tions of veloity dispersions in irumnulear regions

of galaxies, whih is shown in the present paper.

The paper is organized as follows. The theory of

methods of estimating v and � is onsidered in Se-

tion 2. The problems of provision for the instrumen-

tal pro�le are disussed in Setion 3, Setion 4 gives

a brief desription of algorithms of analysis of MPFS

spetra and errors that arise, the results of the galaxy

NGC2950 are presented in Setion 5, onlusive re-

marks are olleted in Setion 6.

2. Methods of veloity and veloity dis-

persion measurement

2.1. General remarks

After a preliminary redution, the MPFS observa-

tional data an be presented as two-dimensional spe-

tra. The spetra from di�erent spatial elements are

brought to a ommon wavelength sale and arranged

in the frame sequentially one above another. An ex-

ample of suh spetra is displayed in Fig.1. The spa-
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Figure 1: Example of MPFS spetra: the 2D spetrum

of the galaxy NGC2950 (bottom); the spetrum or-

responding to the galaxy entre (top).

tial elements are onstruted as small lenses and

grouped into an array of 16�15 pixels (miropupils).

This orresponds to a �eld of view of 16

00

� 15

00

on

the sky.

Let us illustrate the idea of the methods of mea-

suring v and � by an individual spetrum of one spa-

tial element. Let G(�) and T (�) be the observed spe-

tra of the galaxy and a template star with the low-

frequeny omponent (ontinuum) subtrated. Typi-

al examples of suh spetra are shown in Fig. 2. The

spetra are disretely sampled in wavelength � and

onsist of N points �

i

(i = 0; ::; N � 1).

The observed spetra need to be onverted to a

logarithmi sale in whih the number of the spetral

bin n is related to the wavelength � by the expression

n = a log(�) + b; (1)

where

a = log

�1

(1 + �v=);

b = �a log(�

0

);

(2)

here �v is the step in veloity expressed in km/s,  is

the speed of light. The Doppler shift leads to uniform

shift of the spetrum along the n axis, irrespetive of

�.

The galaxy spetrum may be approximately rep-

resented as a redshifted template spetrum onvolved

with a ertain broadening funtion aused by inner

motions of stars in the galaxy along the line of sight:

G(n) � �T (n)�B(n� v); (3)

the broadening funtion B(n) in a �rst approximation

Figure 2: Spetra of the template star and of the S0

galaxy nuleus in the region of the doublet Na I ob-

tained with the MPFS. The wavelength displaement

of the galaxy spetrum is due to the Doppler shift, the

line broadening is aused by the �nite veloity disper-

sion along the line of sight.

an be represented by a Gaussian:

B(n) =

1

p

2��

exp

�

�

n

2

2�

2

�

; (4)

where � is the numerial oeÆient, v and � are the

sought-for veloity and veloity dispersion along the

line of sight.

The methods desribed below are based on alu-

lations of a disrete Fourier transform de�ned for the

funtion F (n) as

~

F (k) =

N�1

X

n=0

F (n) exp

�

�

2�ink

N

�

; (5)

where N is the number of points in the spetrum.

2.2. Cross-orrelation method

The TD method is based on omputation of a nor-

malized ross-orrelation funtion determined as

C(n) = G(n)
 T (n) =

1

N�

g

�

t

X

m

G(m)T (m� n);

(6)

where

�

g

=

1

N

X

n

G(n)

2

; �

t

=

1

N

X

n

T (n)

2

:

After Fourier transformation, relationship (6) is

written as

~

C(k) =

1

N�

g

�

t

~

G(k)

~

T

�

(k): (7)
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Applying the proedure of ross-orrelation to ex-

pression (3), one an readily obtain

C(n) = (T (n)
 T (n))�B(n� v); (8)

i.e. the ross-orrelation of the galaxy and star spe-

tra is a onvolution of the auto-orrelation of the tem-

plate star spetrum T (n) (whih provides information

about the instrumental pro�le of the spetrograph)

with the broadening funtion B(n). The veloity v is

thus de�ned from the loation of the ross-orrelation

funtion C(n) maximum.

If the entral peak of the ross-orrelation fun-

tion may be represented by a Gaussian with a disper-

sion �:

C(n) = 

0

exp

�

�

(n� v)

2

2�

2

�

; (9)

and the peak of the auto-orrelation funtion of the

template spetra by a Gaussian with a dispersion

p

2 � :

T (n)
 T (n) = t

0

exp

�

�

n

2

2(2�

2

)

�

; (10)

the square of the veloity dispersion is omputed then

as

�

2

= �

2

� 2�

2

: (11)

In Fig. 3 are presented examples of the star and

galaxy spetra prepared for ross-orrelation, as well

as the auto-orrelation and ross-orrelation peaks.

In pratie, due to the di�erene between the shape

of the peak and the Gaussian one, to the ontribution

of the low-frequeny omponent et., the relation be-

tween � and � may di�er from (11), whih introdues

systemati errors into the estimate of �.

A number of authors have proposed di�erent

modi�ations of the TD method for estimating the

veloity dispersion. So, in the paper by Bottema

(1988), straightforward use of relation (8) is made |

the template auto-orrelation funtion is onvolved

with Gaussians of di�erent width until the ross-

orrelation peak shape is best reprodued. We dwelled

on the appliation of the empirial relation between

the ross-orrelation peak width and the veloity dis-

persion (see Nelson and Whittle, 1995). For this the

template spetrum T is onvolved with Gaussians

of di�erent width �

in

, a ross-orrelation funtion of

broadened spetrum with T is onstruted, and using

formula (11) the veloity dispersion �

out

is formally

determined. The relationship between �

in

and �

out

,

presented in Fig. 4, is approximated by a seond-order

polynomial:

�

in

=

2

X

i=0

�

i

�

i

out

; (12)

and is next used to estimate the dispersion from the

ross-orrelation peak width:

� =

2

X

i=0

�

i

(�

2

� 2�

2

)

i=2

: (13)

2.3. The Fourier quotient method

This method was put forward in the SSBS paper. By

applying Fourier transform (5) to (3) with provision

for (4), obtain

~

G(k)

~

T (k)

=  exp

"

�

1

2

�

2�k�

N

�

2

+

�

2�ikv

N

�

#

; (14)

the real part in the exponent is de�ned by the velo-

ity dispersion, the imaginary part | by the galaxy

veloity. From relation (14) both the parameters (�

and v) are formally determined, however, in pratie,

the ratio of the Fourier spetra of the objet and tem-

plate is more noisy than the ross-orrelation funtion

peak in the TD method. For this reason, it is sim-

plier and more reliable to �nd v from the shift of the

ross-orrelation peak; in this ase the dispersion is

estimated from:

Re

~

G(k) exp(�

2�ikv

N

)

~

T (k)

=  exp

"

�

1

2

�

2�k�

N

�

2

#

: (15)

An example of approximation of the right side of

(15) is shown in Fig. 5. It is neessary to hoose the

boundaries in frequeny k, within whih the �tting

k

1

< k < k

2

is made, in order to avoid the inuene of

high- and low-frequeny noises. Our experiene shows

that k

1

= 5 � 10 and k

2

= 50 � 120 are optimum

values for the number of points in the spetrum N =

500� 1000, being in good agreement with SSBS.

The advantage of the Fourier quotient method

as ompared to the ross-orrelation one is that to

estimate the dispersion in the SSBS-tehnique, no

additional onstraints on the shape of the ross-

orrelation and auto-orrelation peaks are required,

and only the assumption that broadening funtion

(4) is of Gaussian shape is applied.

3. Instrumental pro�le problem

Expression (10) mirrors the fat that if the spetro-

graph instrumental pro�le is desribed by a Gaussian

with a dispersion � , the width of the auto-orrelation

funtion of the spetrum produed is then

p

2 � (pro-

vided that the lines in the template spetrum an be

onsidered to be in�nitely narrow with respet to �).

The width (and even the shape) of the instrumen-

tal pro�le of the spetrograph hanges over the �eld

(along the spetrograph slit and over the multipupil

array), whih is aused �rst of all by the spetrograph

optis, preision of its adjustment and fousing. Be-

sides, due to temperature utuations and exures of
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Figure 3: Cross-orrelation method. a, b are the spetra of a K

_

III star and the galaxy NGC2950, the ontinuum

subtrated; , d are the spetra on a logarithmi sale with a step of 50 km=s, the boundaries of the spetra are

multiplied by a sinusoid (see 4.1); e, f are the auto-orrelation funtions, the dotted line shows the approximation

by a Gaussian.

the spetrograph, the quantity � at eah point is a

funtion of time of observations and zenith distane.

Analysis of spetra taken with the new version of

the MPFS shows that the spetrograph instrumental

pro�le is time-stable, i.e. the variations of � during

the observing night an be negleted. In this ase,

the pro�le width is de�ned only by the oordinates of

the spatial element a given spetrum orresponds to:

� = �(x; y).

Fig. 6 presents estimates of the MPFS pro�le

width for di�erent spetra (a He-Ne-Ar lamp om-

parison spetrum, �eld-of-view defoused template

star spetrum, twilight sky spetrum). The measure-

ments made from the omparison spetrum are sys-

tematially larger by 20{30km/s (about 30% of the

mean). This is onneted with the fat that the en-

trane pupil image for the alibration beam is dis-

plaed with respet to the pupil position when ob-

serving the objet. It an be seen from Fig. 6 that the

pro�le width variations are �(10� 20)% of the mean

value

1

(� � 70 km/s).

We performed experiments using di�erent meth-

ods of taking aount of the systemati variations

of the instrumental pro�le with the aim of reliable

1

Note that all the measurements of the instrumental pro�le

are made in terms of dispersion of the Gaussian. The deter-

mination of the pro�le width as full width on half maximum

FWHM � 2:355� is more usual.
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Figure 4: Relationship (12): �

in

is the width of the

smoothing Gaussian, �

out

is the dispersion estimated

from the ross-orrelation peak width (dots). The solid

line is the approximation by a seond-order poly-

nomial, the dotted line orresponds to the relation

�

out

=�

in

.

mapping of the veloity dispersion distribution � and

ame to a onlusion that the following proedure

is the most orret and simple at the same time. A

bright (5

m

� 6

m

) template star is defoused over the

whole array of miropupils (16

00

� 15

00

). During mod-

erate exposures (90{200s) it is possible to take tem-

plate spetra over the whole �eld. When analysing the

galaxy spetrum by the TD and SSBS at eah point

of (x; y), an individual template spetrum T (x; y) is

taken. Suh a proedure takes atually full aount

of the e�et of the instrumental pro�le, provided, of

ourse, that the spetrograph is arefully foused be-

fore the observation.

4. Sequene of work with MPFS data

4.1. Preparation of spetra

Using the language IDL, we have written a pakage

of programmes CROSS.LIB whih implements the

methods presented in Setions 2 and 3. The initial da-

ta are 2D spetra of a galaxy and a star (Fig. 1) after

preliminary redution (bias orretion, at-�elding,

osmi hits removal, individual spetrum extration

from the CCD images and its onversion to a om-

mon linear wavelength sale, night-sky line subtra-

tion, orretion, if needed, for the e�et of di�erential

atmospheri refration).

After the preliminary redution the ontinuum

Figure 5: Approximation of funtion (15) by a Gaus-

sian in the Fourier quotient method. The boundaries

of �tting (k

1

and k

2

) are marked.

is subtrated from the spetra. Underestimation of

the ontinuum level leads to appearane of a low-

frequeny omponent in the Fourier spetrum and,

as a onsequene, to greater noises for small k in

the SSBS method, and of a wide base in the auto-

orrelation and ross-orrelation peaks in the TD

method. It is not infrequent that high-order polyno-

mials are used to �t a ontinuum (Larsen et al., 1983).

However, our experiene of redution has shown

that the best result an be ahieved if a spetrum

smoothed by a median �lter with a window of 150{

200 pixels is taken as a ontinuum. In so doing, even

the broadest absorption spetral features are prati-

ally undistorted.

The emission lines in the galaxy spetrum redue

the ontrast of the ross-orrelation peak. Depending

on the number and the intensity of lines, di�erent

tehniques an be employed to remove them. In most

ases it suÆes to approximate by a Gaussian the

brightest line, determine the intensity of the rest of

the lines with respet to it and subtrat from the

spetrum the Gaussians with orresponding weights.

After the ontinuum subtration from the emis-

sion lines, the spetra are rebinned onto a logarith-

mi sale (aording to (1)). To diminish the e�et

of \leakage of energy" in the Fourier transform due

to the sharp uto� of the ends of the spetrum (for

more details see Brault and White, 1971; TD, 1979),

the spetrum needs to be multiplied by the funtion

of the form:

F (n) =

8

>

<

>

:

sin

�n

2Np

; n < Np

1; Np � n � N(1� p)

sin

�(N�n)

2Np

; n > N(1� p);

here p = 0:05�0:1 is the relative size of the spetrum
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Figure 6: Instrumental pro�le of the MPFS (dispersion of the Gaussian � in km=s) evaluated in the spetral

range 5100{6100

�

A, the spetrograph dispersion is 1:35

�

A/px: a | from the omparison spetrum, b | from

the spetrum of the KIII star,  | from the twilight spetrum.

boundaries multiplied by a sinusoid; examples of suh

spetra are displayed in Fig. 3,d.

4.2. Determination of v and �

For eah spetrum orresponding to one of the spatial

elements (x; y), relation (12) is onstruted. For this

purpose, the spetrum of the template star T (x; y) is

smoothed by Gaussians of di�erent widths and an es-

timate of the dispersion is made by the TD method.

Beause the ross-orrelation peak shape is not al-

ways preisely Gaussian, it is neessary to �x the

boundaries of the region of �tting ([n

o

��n; n

o

+�n℄,

where n

o

is the peak loation), in whih a robust �t

with a Gaussian is exeuted, onsidering that alibra-

tion relation (12) may hange for di�erent �n.

Obtain a set of oeÆients: �(x; y), �

i

(x; y); i =

0; 1; 2. If the spread of the oeÆients from point

to point is onsiderable, it is better to approxi-

mate these oeÆients along the slit by a seond-

order polynomial. Construt ross-orrelation fun-

tions G(x; y) 
 T (x; y) using relation (9), determine

v, and from the peak width determine � with the

aid of (11) and (13) (Fig. 3). One should use here the

same value of �n as the one used in onstrution of

alibration relation (12).

To estimate the dispersion by the SSBS method,

the right side of expression (15) is approximated with

allowane made for the remarks on the hoie of the

limits k

1

and k

2

(see subsetion 2.3 and Fig. 5).

By applying the above-desribed proedure to

the spetra of all spatial elements, produe two-

dimensional maps of radial veloities v(x; y) and ve-

loity dispersions �

TD

(x; y), �

SSBS

(x; y) (the index

indiates the method of onstrution). The helioen-

tri veloities (redued to the entre of the Sun) are

found from the expression:

V

Hel

= v + V

�

� V

�;�

+ V

�;gal

: (16)

Here V

�;�

, V

�;gal

are the helioentri veloity orre-

tions for the template star and the galaxy omputed

by the standard method, V

�

is the radial veloity of a

star from the atalogue (redued to the entre of the

Sun).

4.3. Choie of spetral range

The optimum spetral range, in whih the analy-

sis desribed above is made, must ontain absorp-

tion lines harateristi of the stellar population of

galati nulei, unblended, when possible. It is de-

sirable that the number of emission lines of ionized

gas should be a minimum. Most ommonly the re-

gions around the triplets MgI�� 5167; 5172; 5183

�

A

and CaII�� 8498; 8542; 8662

�

A are used. The latter

is more preferable beause with one and the same

dispersion of the spetrograph the spetral sale (in

km/s) in the region of CaII is 1.6 times as large as in

the region of MgI. For the advantages of using CaII

see the paper by Terlevih et al. (1990).

Unfortunately, the available set of gratings made

it impossible to work in the region of the infrared

triplet CaII without substantial losses of light. Exper-

iments performed in the optial range have demon-

strated that the most optimum spetral range to

study kinematis of stars at the entres of SO{Sb

galaxies is 5100�6100

�

A. It inludes strong absorption

lines of MgI� 5175

�

A, FeI� 5229

�

A, FeI+CaI� 5270

�

A,

NaI� 5893

�

A and others. At the same time, the emis-

sion lines are relatively weak and not numerous, no-

tieable mainly only in Sy galaxies ([NI℄� 5199

�

A, [Fe-

VII℄�� 5158; 5276; 5720; 6086

�

A, HeI� 5875

�

A). The

observations are made with a grating of 1200gr/mm
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Figure 7: Errors of determination of v (top) and � (in the middle by the SSBS method, at the bottom by the

TD method) for the galaxy NGC2950 over the whole MPFS �eld of view. The errors were estimated from 4

template stars. The left-hand panels are the histogram of distribution of errors and their Gaussian �t. The

right-hand panels show the errors as a funtion of ross-orrelation peak height.

yielding a reiproal dispersion of 1:35

�

A/px. The

spetral range 4800{6100

�

A ontains both the absorp-

tion lines desribed above and the brightest emission

lines H

�

, [OIII℄� 4959; 5007, whih allows a simulta-

neous study of ionized gas motions.

4.4. Assessment of errors

The assessment of errors in di�erent methods of de-

termination of � and v is onsidered in some detail in

a number of papers (TD, 1979; SSBS, 1977; Larsen

et al., 1983). The inuene of random and system-

ati errors is, however, best seen when omparing the

results obtained from di�erent template stars during

one night. Fig. 7 shows the distribution of errors in

the determination of the veloity and veloity disper-

sion for all 240 individual spetra of NGC2905 in the

MPFS �eld of view. The mean value for eah spa-

tial element was estimated from four stars of spe-

tral lasses G7 III{K2 III. The values of the mean er-

rors estimated by the two methods, as the seond

moment in the distribution of deviations of individ-

ual measurements from the mean value over the four

stars and as the width of the Gaussian that approxi-

mates this distribution, are indiated beside the his-

tograms of the errors. These errors are typial of our

observations and make Æv = 5 � 10 km/s for the

veloity, Æ�

TD

= 10 � 15 km/s for the veloity dis-

persion estimated by the ross-orrelation tehnique,
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Figure 8: Comparison of systemi veloities (a)

and entral veloity dispersions (b) derived from the

MPFS observations with the data of the atalogue

RC3 and the HYPERCAT base.

and Æ�

SSBS

= 15 � 25 km/s for the Fourier quo-

tient method. For the entremost regions, in whih

the ross-orrelation peak height is C

max

= 0:8� 1:0,

these errors are about 1.5 times as small as the �eld

average. It an be seen from Fig. 7 that the veloity

dispersion errors in the SSBS method inrease sharply

at C

max

< 0:7, that is, one an estimate reliably only

the entral veloity dispersion. However, sine this

method requires no additional alibration (subsetion

2.3), it is good pratie to use the SSBS method esti-

mates for heking the absolute values of the entral

veloity dispersion.

We have arried out a number of experiments

for testing the preision of the TD and SSBS teh-

niques, using for this purpose the spetra of stars

of lass G6 III/IV{K3 III obtained with the MPFS.

These spetra were arti�ially smoothed and ren-

dered noisy, then they were employed to estimate the

veloity dispersion values. Analysis has shown that

if the signal-to-noise ratio in individual spetra is

S=N > 20, it does not a�et the auray of � deter-

mination, whih is less than 5� 10% of the absolute

value of �; this is in good agreement with Fig. 7.

The experiments with smoothing have on�rmed

the well-known fat that it is impossible to reliably

determine the veloity dispersion if it is smaller or

lose to the instrumental pro�le width. In our ase

this limit is 70{80km/s (see Setion 3).

The main fator that a�ets the auray of de-

termination of the dispersion for a given S/N and

spetral interval are the di�erenes in spetral fea-

tures of a galaxy and a star whih lead to dereasing

the ontrast of the ross-orrelation peak and to dif-

ferenes in the Fourier spetra of the SSBS method.

When studying the motions of stars in galaxies of

early types, the spetra of red giants G6 III{K3 III

are normally used as templates. It is a good idea to

take spetra of stars of di�erent spetral lasses from

this range during one observing night to selet a tem-

plate whih is the most lose to the galaxy spetrum.

For 8 galaxies observed with the MPFS, we om-

pared our measurements of the systemi veloity

(the galaxy entre veloity) with the data of obser-

vation of neutral hydrogen veloities in the 21 m

line, whih had been taken from the atalogue RC3

(Fig. 8a). The root-mean-square value of deviations

was 17 km/s without a systemati shift. Data on the

nulear veloity dispersion of stars were found in the

database HYPERCAT

2

and ompared with our es-

timates (Fig. 8b). No systemati di�erenes are ob-

served; the great satter of points is most likely due to

the fat that only using the 2D tehnique, one an re-

liably subtrat the spetra from the dynamial galaxy

entre.

5. Example of data redution:

NGC2950

Aording to Wozniak et al. (1995) and Friedly et

al. (1996) the SB0 galaxy NGC2950 refers to the so-

alled double-barred galaxies. In the optial and IR

images of the galaxy there is a bar of about 6

00

in

size inside a 38

00

primary bar. The position angles

of the bars are PA = 332

Æ

and 272

Æ

, respetively.

NGC2950 was observed with the 6m telesope on

Marh 27/28, 2000 using the spetrograph MPFS,

the spetral range was 4820� 6200

�

A, the dispersion

1:35

�

A/px, the sale 1

00

per lens, the seeing 2

00

. The to-

tal exposure was 3600 s. The �eld of view of 16

00

�15

00

overed a region of the inner bar and the entral part

of the outer bar.

Prior to the ontinuum subtration, a smoothing

of data was performed in eah spetral bin by a Gaus-

sian of FWHM = 1

00

� 1

00

with the aim of optimum

�ltering of noises. In so doing the spatial resolution

2

"http://www.obs.univ-lyon1.fr/hyperat"
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Figure 9: MPFS maps for the galaxy NGC2950. a | the ontinuum image (the surfae brightness logarithm

is in ergs=m

2

=s=ut

00

), the stright line shows the orientation of the main (outer) bar; b | the veloity �eld of

stars;  | the distribution of the veloity dispersion onstruted by the TD method. The origin of oordinates

is at the dynami entre of the galaxy (shown by ross).

dereased slightly and was about 2:

00

3. The further

proessing was onduted in aordane with Setion

4. After the rebinning onto a logarithmi sale, the ve-

loity bin was 50 km/s. Five template stars were taken

during the night, 4 of whih, yielding a maximum or-

relation with the galaxy spetrum, were used to on-

strut average veloity �elds and veloity dispersion

(Fig. 9). When onstruting these �elds, the points

where the error was larger than 20 km/s were masked

or replaed by the median value over the neighbour-

hood.

The entral veloity dispersion values measured

by the TD method (� = 205 � 5 km/s) and by

the SSBS method (� = 190 � 10km/s) agree with

eah other and with the data of HYPERCAT (170�

10 km/s, 182�14km/s and 210�14km/s from di�er-

ent estimates). The entral ellipsoidal struture elon-

gated along PA � 330

Æ

, i.e. the one assoiated with

the \outer" bar, is distinguished in the distribution

of veloity dispersion (Fig. 9). At the present time,

we ontinue the work over the study of kinematis of

double-barred galaxies; preliminary results are avail-

able in the paper by Moiseev and Afanasiev (2000).

6. Conlusions

With the above-desribed proedure one an on-

strut veloity �elds and veloity dispersions of stars

in the entral parts of early-type galaxies on the ba-

sis of data obtained with the spetrograph MPFS.

The auray of veloity measurement is on the av-

erage Æv = 5 � 10 km/s, that of veloity dispersion

measurement is Æ�

TD

= 10� 15 km/s and Æ�

SSBS

=

15�25km/s for TD and SSBS methods, respetively.

This tehnique allows us to take aount of the varia-

tions of the instrumental pro�le and produe reliably

two-dimensional maps of the veloity dispersion if it

is not less than 70{80km/s. The systemi veloities

and the entral veloity dispersions that we have mea-

sured in 8 S0{Sb galaxies and the HYPERCAT data

do not show systemati di�erenes.

We assoiate the future prospets of studying

kinematis of stars in galaxies aided by the spe-

trograph MPFS with the possibility of observing in

the region of the infrared triplet CaII. The auray

of measurement of veloities and veloity dispersion

must in this ase be about 1.5{2 times better.
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